Specialty Keyboards/Mice

In the hospital...we make it all work together

Really Cool Washable Keyboards

MAN AND MACHINE SEALED MEDICAL KEYBOARDS
Really Cool Keyboards are water-resistant and contaminant proof, with
tactile feedback keys. The sealed and rigid surface is ideal for medical
use. The Really Cool keyboard is an excellent choice when you use gloves
while typing. This keyboard can be equipped with Mag-Fix, which has a
magnetic attachment for metal keyboard trays, and/or Backlit features. It
can be locked for easy cleaning.
MAN AND MACHINE WASHABLE VALUE KEYBOARDS
The LCool “Value” keyboard looks and feels like a normal keyboard. It can be
rinsed out and even submerged in water. The inside of the keyboard is sealed
to protect it against fluids such as water or coffee, and even most cleaning
materials. A popular choice with medical professionals.

LCool Value Keyboards

Mighty Mouse

Backlit or Magnetic Keyboards

MAN AND MACHINE WASHABLE MICE
The Mighty Mouse 5 ™ and Petite Mighty Mouse - Waterproof, Hygienic
Optical Mouse. The Mighty Mouse is full sized and features a 5-button
design for right & left clicking and scrolling up and down just like a
conventional non-waterproof mouse. These waterproof and chemically
resistant mouse can be disinfected with standard cleaners and disinfectants,
alcohol and even a 10% bleach solution.

SEAL SHIELD WATERPROOF & INFECTION CONTROL KEYBOARDS AND MICE
Full-size, spill-proof keyboards with features like Wireless or USB connections,
or Backlight for use in darkened patient rooms. Seal Shield Keyboards and
mice are dishwasher safe and contain an antimicrobial, fungistatic agent which
protects the product and keeps it cleaner and fresher by inhibiting the growth
of microbial bacteria, mold, mildew and fungi on the product’s surface.

Seal Shield Keyboards & Mice
IMS METAL MOUSE HOUSE
Are you tired of dealing with missing or broken “mouse houses” on your EMR
Carts and wall mounts? IMS Has the answer. We’ve designed a new metal
mouse house specifically for healthcare. Heavy duty, black powder coated,
holds up in the most demanding conditions.
IMS Metal Mouse House
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